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James Hamilton-Paterson spends a third of each year on an otherwise uninhabited Philippine

island, spear-fishing for survival. Playing with Water tells us why he does. Beyond that, it gives an

account of life in that class-bound country as a whole. For it is in places like this rather than Manila

of the international news reports that the underlying political and cultural reality of the Philippines

may be seen.
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Paterson is living on a small island in the Philippines and he is joining the natives in diving (i.e.

fishing) for a living. We scuba-divers, as we only come for 1-2 week vacations, often are not

experiencing the reality around our dive sites. Paterson's book was helping me understanding more

of the countries I was visiting. Very instructive are his personal insights about ecology in a third

world country and the connections to the economical and social structure. I found it very valuable

that the insights do not follow the well known beaten paths about the third world but are rather well

founded, personal observations. This makes this book a much more interesting read than any other

book about the subject that I have ever read before.



i read this book so many years ago, but i can still rememberhow good it is. this book is not only

about the underwaterworld but also about the goings-on in a typical barrio inthe philippines. it has a

socio-economic aspect to it that ifound quite realistic, having been born and raised in that verysame

third world country. it amazed and pleased me that aforeigner like hamilton-paterson could, quite

accurately, capturethe very essence of filipino rural society---like the old woman whohe suspects

isnt so aloof and taciturn as she seemsand the children of the barrio who frolick in the water andin

their humble amusements, oblivious of the shortcomings of athird world upbringing. the book is an

unusual stew of underwateradventure and an unpatronizing account of a life among barrio folk.

James Hamilton-Paterson is a very intelligent author and forces me to break out my dictionary every

now and then, yet this book is about a very simple adventure. It is an experience we only dream of

doing since it is impractical for most. Since we cannot take on an adventure like this on our own, we

can at least read about the experience here. It is an account of living alone on an uninhabited island

in the Philippines. There is contact with the locals on the mainland, which makes the book all the

more enjoyable, because of the unique personality of the Philippine people. You will feel as if you

are there as this is no imaginary experience, but very real one, right down to every beautiful detail.

This is a great book about about personal introspection and, I would say, coming to terms with being

a solitary person. I loved this book and his real attempt to understand the culture and motivations of

the people in rural Philippines. It is a great read.
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